
VMWARE VIRTUAL DATA CENTRE

Own a world class data center at your finger tips
Virtual Data Center (VDC) simplifies your first step to a fully virtualized data center architecture by allowing you to rapidly provision and 
easily manage a pool of virtual machines/servers for every business needs. Forget predefined instance sizes and avoid the complexity of 
networking and security as you flexibly scale up and scale down the virtual resources without investing/CapEx.

Benefits for your business:

Real-time 
Metrics

Easily find and remediate performance 
issues

Local data & 
support

Two data center locations in Indonesia
at DCI Equinix Cibitung and IDC 3D Jakarta

Simple and 
Predictable Billing

Through one simple fixed monthly 
charge

Full VMware 
Integration

For better scalability, ease of use, 
control, and automation

Fully Customized 
Sizing

Match your exact need and pay only 
the resources you need

Intelligent & Easy 
Management

Through a simple portal to have your 
virtual data center up and running in 

minutes

VDC Backup

Keep your virtual machines safe

Faster data center 
Deployment

Business Flexibility Improved Security Improved 
Compliance

Features

My Account

VMware vCloud Director

VMware NSX

DHCP NAT FIREWALL IPSEC STATIC
ROUTING

LOAD
BALANCER BGP

vApp Desktop

VM1 VM2

vApp ERP

VM1 VM2

VM4 VM3

vApp eCommerce

VM1 VM2

VM3

* VMware Cloud Verified is a cloud service powered by VMware infrastructure technologies including VMware vSphere, vSAN, and NSX.
Zettagrid’s VMware Cloud Verified services are available in Singapore, Sydney, Melbourne, Perth, Adelaide and Brisbane availability zones.
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Use cases:
VDC is beneficial to virtually any business need, including development, database, ERP systems, e-commerce, health
care system, and many other custom applications.

VDC Backup
An easy and practical backup to safeguard 
your virtual machines

Features:

VM snapshot backups 
with automated 

schedule

Agent-less Multi-restore points Backup VM to a primary 
or secondary DC

DC1
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VM3VM4
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VM1
(snapshot)
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(snapshot)
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VM4
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Begin your cloud journey now
Starts from

$120/mth

sales@zettagrid.com AU +61 1300 597 656 | SG +65 3129 2212 | ID +62-811-28-38-78

VDC for corporate internal applications
Whether as a production or test environment, VDC o�ers a scalable and redundant 
cloud computing service with dedicated resources and a low starting price point.

VDC for any applications
A VDC provides an infrastructure that enables you to develop and deploy scalable, 
globally-available applications and websites, and to actually put them into operation for 
intended users.

VDC for active disaster recovery
Also serving as a source of backup and replication, a VDC provides an organization with 
a way to recover data and/or implement failover in the event of man-made or natural 
catasthrope.
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